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A 2010 Toyota XB with Damage to
the Driver’s Side



There is damage to the rocker & 
outer “B” pillar-lower section



Let’s Write the sheet

• Set up frame machine & measure
• Replace Left FT Door
• Replace Left RR Door
• Pull Rocker to for repair
• Pull Center Post for repair
• Repair Rocker after pull
• Repair Center Post after Pull
• Replace Corrosion Protection
• Replace left quarter panel





Because occupant safety is such a 
high priority, HSS and UHSS 

occupant cabin reinforcement
repair is not recommended.

Do not use the following occupant 
cabin reinforcement repair 

procedures:
• Hot and cold straightening methods
• Sectioning of 980 MPa and 590 MPa 
strength-rated pillar reinforcements

• Sectioning of 440 MPa rated 
components at locations other than 

those specified





New Toyota Door Shell Detailing the 
lack of  Seam Sealer on the hem.

Hem w/o
Seam sealer



After reviewing the CRIB, pulling for 
repairs is out of the question.  You can 
pull for replacement only.



Let’s Write the sheet

• Set up frame machine & measure
• Replace Left FT Door
• Replace Left RR Door
• Pull Rocker for repair
• Pull Center Post for repair
• Repair Rocker after pull
• Repair Center Post after Pull
• Replace Corrosion Protection
• Pull Center Post for Replacement
• Pull Rocker for Replacement
• Replace Center Post & Rocker



INSTALLATION POINT
1 Inspect the fitting of the related parts around the new parts before welding. This affects the appearance of the

finish.
2 Temporarily install the new parts and measure each part of the new parts in accordance with the body

dimension diagram. (See the body dimension diagram)
3 After welding the rocker outer reinforce, center body pillar reinforcement and center body pillar lower reinforce

to the vehicle side, install the rear body front outside panel and roof side rail.
4 After welding, apply polyurethane foam to the corresponding parts. (See the paint.coating)

5 After welding, apply body sealer and undercoating to the corresponding parts. (See the paint.coating)



The correct repair procedure is to cut a 
“T” section out of the roof to expose the 
upper part of the reinforcement.



Quarter Panel Replacement on a 
Toyota XB

Did you know that 
Toyota wants all outer
Wheelhouse panels 
bonded to the quarter 
panel for corrosion 
protection?



Toyota’s CRIB 
#158 







Front Inner Frame Rail on a 
Toyota Camry



What are these lines?



These are laser welds



These laser welds joint different 
thicknesses of metal

2 MM Thick 1.7 MM  Thick



Let’s assume there is damage to front 
portion of the rail & heat is applied to 
repair the part.  Question—How much 
heat & how long can it be applied for?

866 degrees F for 2 minutes

745 degrees F for 1min-30 sec

900 degrees F for 1min



HEAT REPAIR FOR BODY 
AND FRAME

COMPONENTS IS 
PROHIBITED

High strength sheet steel is 
used for structural body,

and frame components. If these 
components are

repaired with heat the crystalline 
structure changes,

causing a significant decrease 
in strength. Heat also

damages the zinc coating 
reducing corrosion resistant



The strength of the front Toyota 
Camry rail is 450 MPas



Next I heated the rail to
approximately 1000 
degree Fahrenheit.



I retested the strength of the rail 
after it was heated.



The results were the heated part of 
the rail ranged from a low of 230 
Mpa’s to a high of 320 Mpa’s.







Where is the training?
Toyota University
• Non Structural Class & Structural Class

I-CAR
•TOY 01, WCS 04, MIG Qualification Test
•POP 01, FOM 01, SPS 07, DAM 08  & CPS 01

Kent Automotive
• Seam Sealer Class (I-CAR  Alliance)
• Corrosion Protection (I-CAR Alliance)

3M
• Seam Sealer & Corrosion Protection (I-CAR Alliance)



Plug Welds prior to taking the I-CAR 
Mig Qualification Tests

Note the skips in the welds



Plug Welds prior to taking the 
I-CAR Mig Qualification Tests

Again-Note the skips a size of the welds



The first practice welds after 1 
hour of theory training & demos .



The Crash Test of the VW Passat



Vehicle after a 30MPH Crash

Note:  “B” pillar reinforcement & upper door apperature
Is made ultra high strength steel (1000 MPa)



Description of the repair process 
after the crash

NON-PROFESSIONAL REPAIR
The damaged car was repaired with an older spot welding machine with fixed pressure and 6.4 kA

maximum current.
Note: It is recommended that an Inverter type welding machine is used with 10 kA maximum 

current
and a variable pressure (maximum 10 bar) to join the high strength steel safely. The deformed inner

sill, made from ultra high strength steel, was re-shaped and partially replaced on a bench then re-fitted
using a MAG welding process. Figures 6 to 9 show the non professional repair being carried out.

Note: The “Professional” repair would include complete renewal of the B-Pillar and other deformed
structures with components made from high strength steel. A partial repair of such steels is not

acceptable, as the structure and therefore the strength of the material will be severely degraded while 
welding and reforming.



The vehicle being repaired using older 
repair methods not approved for this 
year vehicle.



CRASH TEST 2
After completing the repair the car was crashed again under the same 
condition as the first test in order to make a fair assessment on equal terms. It 
was immediately evident that there was a substantial difference, with far more 
comprehensive deformation of the car body after the second impact. The B 
pillar had
noticeably higher intrusion into the passenger compartment in comparison 
with the first crash, especially at the lower part at the connection with the sill 
(Figures 10 and 11). Note: Later measurement of the car body confirmed there 
was 60 mm more intrusion after the second test, compared to the first crash.
Other differences were noticeable at the cant rail/roof and the transmission 
tunnel
which both displayed severe deformation not seen in the first crash. It seems 
that the load paths were quite different in the second crash. It was also notable 
that the top
damaged in the second crash, further indication of changed load paths. These
evident that a change of load paths and therefore of the energy dissipation 
was due to the unprofessional repair.
The pyrotechnic protection/restraint systems (Front and rear passenger side 
airbags and the front passenger belt pre-tensioner) were correctly  the 
passenger side curtain airbag failed to operate.



Observe the greater of the 
intrusion in crash test 2.

Crash test 1 Crash test 2



Observe that the side curtain 
deployed in the crash test 1, but 
failed in crash test 2.



Observe that the rocker and B 
pillar has moved further into the 
vehicle in crash test 2



Observe that damage to the 
passenger seat in crash test 2



After removing all the seats and necessary trim the 
deformation of the transmission tunnel after the second 
test was clear to see. The cross-member which supported 
the front seat had pushed into the transmission tunnel, 
distorting it severely. In comparison, there were no 
measurable changes at the transmission tunnel during 
the first crash test.

Crash Test 1 Crash Test 2



OEM information was not used during the repair after the first crash. These 
are positions where the inappropriate spot welding machine was used. 
The disconnection between inner sill and floor panel shows that the spot
welds have not withstood the impact and were destroyed. The spot welds 
need to have a minimum diameter of 4.9 mm at a sheet thickness of 1.5 mm 
The optimum would have been 6.7 mm diameter. It is clear that the spot  
welds were inadequate.

The connection of the B-pillar with the inner sill was joined with MAG welding. The 
structure of the high-strength steel parts was changed by the welding process and re-
shaping. The welded seam was totally broken after the second crash, 
being unable to withstand the stress and the distortion.



2011 Nissan Versa with 
rear damage.



2011 Nissan Versa with 
rear damage.



2011 Nissan Versa with 
rear damage.



2011 Nissan Versa with 
rear damage.



OEM & Diamond Standard Front
Bumper Reinforcement for a 2003-
2008 Toyota Corolla



Metal Analysis test on Diamond 
Standard Bumper Reinforcement

The analyzer reading is 35.1 or UHSS



Metal Analysis test on a OEM 
Front Bumper Reinforcement

The analyzer reading is 50.1 or  UHSS



Aftermarket & OEM Hyundai 
Bumper Reinforcements.



Testing the metal thickness of Aftermarket
& OEM Bumper Reinforcement.

A/M   .93mm OEM  1.42mm

Question:  Like, Kind & Quality?



Testing the hardness of the A/M & 
OEM Bumper Reinforcements

A/M  27.7 OEM  40.7

Again, I ask the Question: Like, Kind & Quality?



A/M
27.7

OEM
40.7


